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N 2017, Mark Johnston-trained juveniles won more
races per horse than in any year since at least 1997. My
first table (Table 1, below) contains a breakdown of
seasonal data for every crop of juveniles which the

stable has produced, up to and including racing to 27/12/2017.
In this table: Horses is the number of different individuals

who were seen in public; Wins is the total number of wins, and
Runs the corresponding number of runs; SR is Strike Rate –
Wins divided by Runs times 100; IV is Impact Value, Strike
Rate’s smarter cousin – a ratio of SR to expected SR
considering field-sizes; Win prize is the total in £ garnered by
winning outings; Wins/Horses is wins per horse; Runs/Horses
is runs per horse.

For each column, the highest number is in red. If you are
wondering why Impact Values were generally higher in the early
years of the data, yet Strike Rates were generally about the
same, this is because field-sizes have declined.

In 2003, for example, the Impact Value was 2.04, so the

stable’s superb 24.2% Strike Rate was 2.04 times the average
expected of 11.9%. There must have been 100/11.9 = 8.4
runners per race.

In 2017, the Impact Value was 1.49, so the stable’s excellent
19.1% Strike Rate was 1.49 times the average expected of
12.8%. There must have been 100/12.8 = 7.8 runners per race.

Given that field-sizes have declined and the number of runs
per horse (the column on the right of Table 1) has increased, it is
not surprising that the number of wins per horse has also
increased. That the number of runs per horse has increased
during the 21 years of the sample may either reflect a change in
the type of horse being trained, or a change in campaigning
strategy, or both. Either way, it is a highly optimal approach, as
previous articles have discussed. 

Yes, there is the potential for a cascading negative related to
handicap marks at three, but wins in the bank are always worth
more than potential wins mathematically, because potential wins
must be discounted by injuries and loss of form. Humans tend to

overestimate their ability to predict the
future, and, as proven previously here, so-
called ‘exposed’ horses often go on to find a
new and unexpected level of form because
they pick up seasoning and conditioning
from the very act of racing itself. (This is a
simple ideal, yet it is widely neglected: the
best way for a child to become a high
achiever is to expose him or her to more
advanced concepts or experiences, not stay
in kindergarten to the age of 18.)

A complete breakdown of the individual
accomplishments of the 91 juveniles who
represented the yard in 2017 is not
permitted due to space, but Table 2
(opposite page) contains details of all those
earned a Racing Post Rating (RPR) of 80 +.

Elarqam is the stable’s best prospect
heading into the 2018 Classics. The son of
Frankel and Attraction won both his starts in
September impressively, a novice event at
York on his debut and the Group 3
Tattersalls Stakes at Newmarket. The time
of the latter race was impressive, and it is
noteworthy that Elarqam finished strongly.
He is a top-notch prospect at a mile and
should stay a mile and a quarter, as Frankel
seems to get a lot of stamina into his stock.

Cardsharp was the type of durable and
consistent performer for which the yard is
renowned. He earned six RPRs greater than
100, winning the Group 2 July Stakes at
Newmarket and earning a further four
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Year Horses Wins Runs SR IV Win prize Wins/Horses Runs/Horses
1997 60 35 228 15.4 1.42 161187 0.58 3.80
1998 42 29 169 17.2 1.55 127988 0.69 4.02
1999 52 34 182 18.7 1.67 166026 0.65 3.50
2000 45 29 172 16.9 1.54 180874 0.64 3.82
2001 58 38 240 15.8 1.50 448669 0.66 4.14
2002 63 31 208 14.9 1.29 194368 0.49 3.30
2003 68 54 223 24.2 2.04 551615 0.79 3.28
2004 84 48 279 17.2 1.65 457838 0.57 3.32
2005 80 51 268 19.0 1.85 307507 0.64 3.35
2006 108 73 370 19.7 1.66 384563 0.68 3.43
2007 128 64 427 15.0 1.47 309203 0.50 3.34
2008 96 58 328 17.7 1.66 381201 0.60 3.42
2009 101 69 371 18.6 1.64 1487338 0.68 3.67
2010 77 25 263 9.5 0.86 90421 0.32 3.42
2011 83 37 333 11.1 1.00 153861 0.45 4.01
2012 69 41 301 13.6 1.14 268411 0.59 4.36
2013 90 46 418 11.0 0.87 211853 0.51 4.64
2014 69 43 304 14.1 1.08 555348 0.62 4.41
2015 111 92 519 17.7 1.37 699608 0.83 4.68
2016 112 94 541 17.4 1.33 670625 0.84 4.83
2017 91 80 419 19.1 1.49 778704 0.88 4.60

Table 1: Various metrics for Mark Johnston-trained juveniles
since 1997, conditioned by year
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places in Group races, including in the Group 1
Middle Park Stakes.

Nyaleti is one of my own favourites. Her
five-length victory in the Group 3 Princess
Margaret Stakes at Ascot was one of the
season’s highlights. She did not really run back
to that level (it may well be worth returning to
the straight track there) but came close when
touched off in the Group 2 May Hill Stakes at
Doncaster and the Group 2 Rockfel Stakes at
Newmarket. 

Threading is a very good filly and one to
follow. The daughter of Exceed And Excel did
not encounter fast ground in three starts, yet is
likely to be significantly better on it the way she
moves. Her Group 2 Lowther Stakes win at
York showed class and determination and a
subsequent flop when second favourite for the
Group 1 Cheveley Park Stakes is easy to
forgive. 

Dream Today won the highly valuable
Convivial Maiden Stakes at York with an RPR
of 95. Few horses achieve this level of form on
their debut and don’t go on to win a black-type
race. The son of Dream Ahead hasn’t yet,
however, for the best of his three subsequent
runs was a second in the Group 3 Autumn
Stakes at Newmarket. He is a smart miler in the
making.

Mildenberger is a great prospect. James
Doyle arguably used him up in the middle of the
race when third in the Group 2 Royal Lodge
Stakes, duelling with the odds-on runner up
Nelson, trained by Aidan O’Brien. This race
represents very strong form (Roaring Lion
arguably should have won the Group 1 Racing
Post Trophy next time) and the son of Permian’s
sire Teofilo should be better still as a three-year-
old over middle distances.

Rufus King has been gelded since finishing a
good first season with a 16-1 win in a nursery at
Newmarket. His form figures on good or faster
ground are 1411, while on good to soft or softer 27056. Seven
furlongs seems his trip and he won his only start at Ascot.

Dee Ex Bee turned a profit for your fortunate writer after
being recommended as a betting prospect following his winning
debut at Goodwood. He wasn’t as good as expected based on
the winning time first up, but it is not over yet. A 7-2 strike at
Epsom presaged his best effort in the Listed Zetland Stakes at
Newmarket, where he split sons of Galileo and Dubawi. The
hope is he just needed time to grow into that impressive frame.

Lake Volta has been gelded since the season ended. He is
Group 3-placed and rated OR 99, so may fit into good handicaps
at around seven furlongs. 

Rebel Assault is a likeable filly (she has attractive ears) and
won three times for her breeder Christine Budden. Her best
effort came when winning a Listed race at York in October. She
will fit Group 3 races at six and seven furlongs.

Lynwood Gold is a nice type and a cracking prospect. He has
gone up 13lb for winning probably the strongest nursery of the
year at Newmarket (the third and fourth won nurseries readily
afterwards), which was justified. He will be very useful over
middle distances on fast ground at three.

Ventura Knight got one of a multitude of great rides from P
J McDonald to win a nursery at Doncaster (the stable was 17-

107 in 2017 nurseries, a 16% Strike Rate). He won four times in
11 tries and is very tough.

Of the remainder, notably promising performances came
from:

Showroom in a September maiden at Goodwood. A five-
length winner, he is by the Derby winner Motivator and has an
entry in that Classic.

King’s Proctor in a November maiden at Nottingham. He
stays really well and hit the line hard over an extended mile.

Communique in two all-weather maidens in October in
which he finished second. He is certain to win races.

Elegiac in a six-length Newcastle maiden win in November.
There have been much stronger races, but this son of Farhh has a
ton of scope.

Lucky Deal in a thoroughly likeable Chelmsford maiden win
over 10 furlongs. He kept responding to Silvestre De Sousa and
should stay well.

Dalileo in finishing second to a smart Godolphin prospect in
another Chelmsford maiden in October. He is another certain to
be winning, granted a test of stamina.

Baghdad in earning the dubious accolade of my #1 Horse To
Follow for 2017 in a Chelmsford nursery. This horse is rated OR
79 and must not be missed in handicaps next year. Good luck to
both of us!

Table 2: Mark Johnston-trained juveniles of 2017 
who achieved a Racing Post Rating of 80+

Horse Pedigree Wins Places Runs RPR OR
Elarqam b c Frankel 2 0 2 111 112

Cardsharp b c Lonhro 3 5 10 110 110
Nyaleti b f Arch 2 4 7 110 106

Threading b f Exceed And Excel 2 0 3 110 108
Dream Today b c Dream Ahead 1 1 4 107 107
Mildenberger b c Teofilo 3 2 5 106 106
Rufus King ch g Iffraaj 3 1 9 102 103
Dee Ex Bee b c Farhh 2 2 5 99 102
Lake Volta b g Raven's Pass 2 3 7 98 99

Rebel Assault b f Excelebration 3 1 8 96 98
Lynwood Gold b c Mastercraftsman 2 2 5 96 98
Ventura Knight b c Casamento 4 3 11 95 95

Izzy Bizu br f Kodiac 3 2 9 95 93
Prestbury Park br g Shamardal 2 1 6 90 88
Cape Bunting b f Cape Cross 3 0 4 89 88

Doublet b c Epaulette 2 0 3 87 90
Showroom b c Motivator 1 0 1 87

Viscount Loftus b c Clodovil 2 0 5 86 87
Emilia James ch f Poet's Voice 2 2 7 85 84

Starlight Mystery b f Iffraaj 2 2 8 85 83
Baileys Excelerate b c Excelebration 1 3 4 84 86

Kit Marlowe b g Poet's Voice 1 5 8 83 83
King's Proctor b c Cape Cross 1 0 2 83

Tight Lines b f Fastnet Rock 1 0 2 83
Communique ch c Casamento 0 2 2 83

Elegiac b c Farhh 1 1 2 83
Lucky Deal ch c Mastercraftsman 1 1 2 83

Book Of Dreams b g Dream Ahead 1 2 5 82 83
Poetic Steps ch f Poet's Voice 2 0 6 81 75

Faithful Promise b f Acclamation 2 2 9 80 79
Dalileo b c Galileo 0 1 2 80

Baghdad b c Frankel 1 0 2 80 79


